
A  hooved B  eared C  nosed D  butted

Q1

A  elbowed B  nosed C  kneed D  handed

Q2

A  shinned B  waisted C  hipped D  kneed

Q3

A  finger B  hand C  thumb D  palm

Q4

A  shoulder B  elbow C  back D  chest

Q5

A  nosing B  earing C  teething D  eyeing

Q6

A  hand B  palm C  foot D  toe

Q7

A  ankled B  thumbed C  kneed D  necked

Q8

A  heart B  stomach C  belly D  eye

Q9

A  headed B  butted C  chinned D  shinned

Q10

Body part verbs

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

Mr. Ed ..... out Black Beauty to win the horse race at the wire.

Tom ..... his way through the crowded train station.

I got ..... in the stomach, but I'll be OK soon.

I've got to ..... it to you; you did a great job.

Though Jim was strong, it was still a heavy load to ......

She had the uncomfortable feeling that someone or something was ..... her.

It's our turn to ..... the bill.

I ..... a ride.

The movie was too violent; I couldn't ..... it.

Gregorio ..... the soccer ball into the net.
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ANSWERS: Body part verbs

Mr. Ed ..... out Black Beauty to win the horse race at the wire.

C  nosed

Tom ..... his way through the crowded train station.

A  elbowed

I got ..... in the stomach, but I'll be OK soon.

D  kneed

I've got to ..... it to you; you did a great job.

B  hand

Though Jim was strong, it was still a heavy load to ......

A  shoulder

She had the uncomfortable feeling that someone or something was ..... her.

D  eyeing

It's our turn to ..... the bill.

C  foot

I ..... a ride.

B  thumbed

The movie was too violent; I couldn't ..... it.

B  stomach

Gregorio ..... the soccer ball into the net.

A  headed

Body part verbs
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